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There a r e  three kinds of students in foreign languages. 
First, those who describe foreign languages; second, those who 
teach foreign languages; third, those who learn to speak foreign 
languages. The first group must know about the foreign lan- 
guage but need not speak it. The third group must speak the 
foreign language but need not know about it. The second group 
should know about and speak the foreign language and the stu- 
dents‘ native language. This short art icle concerns primarily 
those of the second group. It a ims to show how the language 
teacher who speaks both languages has an important advantage 
over the one who does not in pronunciation exercises. 
A teacher of pronunciation must know the sound system 
and other pronunciation features in both the students’ native 
language and the foreign language. He must be able to  predict 
what pronunciation problems his students are going to  have and 
how to help them to recognize such problems so that they can 
overcome the difficulties. 
There a r e  two major kinds of pronunciation difficulties. 
First, two phonetically similar i tems are used to  distinguish 
meaning in the foreign language but a r e  grasped by the student 
as equivalents because they are not used to  distinguish meaning 
in his native language.’ The problem is phonemic. The stu- 
dent must learn to produce the two separate items. Second, 
the student substitutes an item in the foreign language by a 
different item from his native language. This substitution is 
unsatisfactory. Our question is what the teacher could do to  
achieve satisfactory pronunciation. 
1For example, /i/ and / I /  are separate phonemes in English, while 
they are variants or allophones of a single phoneme in Mandarin 
Chinese, i. e. fi-I]. The Chinese here is given in phonetic tran- 
scription to bring out the phonetic nature of the pronunciation prob- 
lems more clearly. The English referred to here is upper Mid- 
western American English. 
2For example, the Mandarin Chinese speaker produces [aei] for the 
English /ai/ fa11 as in I .  
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Language teachers all know that if a person does not hear 
the difference between two contrasting items, he cannot pro- 
duce the difference. If he hears  the difference but does not 
have the opportunity to practice the difference, he cannot be 
said to  have mastered the difference. If he can hear the dif- 
ference and practices the difference but cannot control the 
difference, he cannot always produce the difference. Thus 
each t ime in a living situation when one of the two items is 
called for, his production can be a hit-or-miss game. A 
linguistic situation in actual life must be a hit-and-not-miss 
game. Since in the end one must be able to produce, he must 
be able to hear from the beginning. 
To  help the students attain recognition, two kinds of exer- 
cises are provided according to the two major kinds of diffi- 
culties. The first kind of recognition exercise is made up of 
two contrasting i tems not only for recognition but a lso for 
production, because the two items a r e  used in the foreign 
language to  distinguish meaning. Examples from English used 
to  illustrate this first kind of pronunciation exercises are: 
the /i/ as in /fil/ fee 1 contrasted with /I /  as in /fIl/ f i 1 I ,  and 
the 2-4 falling intonation as in I s  he teacher contrasted with 
the 3-2 rising intonation as in I s  he a1 teacher. Both /i/ and 
/ I /  must be recognized and produced; both the 2-4 falling in- 
tonation and the 3-2 rising intonation must be recognized and 
produced. The material  used in such recognitiyn exercises is 
the same as that of the production exercises. 
The second kind of recognition exercise is different from 
the first kind in that the two items in contrast a r e  both for 
recognition but only one item is for conscious production.4 
This is where the bilingual teacher comes in. Two examples 
showing the difference between Mandarin Chinese and English 
are given below: 
A
3 S e e  C h a r l e s  C.  Fries and R e s e a r c h  Staff ,  E n g l i s h  Pronunciat ion,  
(Ann A r b o r ,  1954) and C h a r l e s  C .  Fries and Yao Shen,  An I n t e n -  
s i v e  Course i n  E n g l i s h  l o r  Chinese  S t u d e n t s , ( A n n  Arbor ,  
4 S e e  C h a r l e s  C.  Freis and Yao Shen,  Mandarin Chinese f o r  E n g l i s h  
Speakers, an O r n t  Approach, (Ann A r b o r ,  1950). 
1946). 
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Chinese: English: 
[*J l o v e  /a;/ I 
[tiZnj heaven  /ten/ t e n  
These examples illustrate how the Mandarin Chinese speaker 
learning English can be helped by his bilingual teacher to  pro- 
duce the English /aI/ and the English /en/. The student sub- 
stitutes the Chinese aeij for  the English /aI/ and the Chinese 
[ ien] for the English f en/, and he says [ aei haeif t i tn  pitns] 
for /ar haev ten penz/ I have t e n  p e n s . 5  In Chinese, there 
a r e  no contrasts between [aIi and [aei] and between [en]  and 
[ ien] . However, the Chinese speaker is accustomed to  pro- 
duce [&] and [ i r n l  . When he is learning to  speak English, 
he automatically substitutes the Chinese [ &] for the English 
/aI/ and the Chinese [ i en j  for the English /en/. In such a 
situation, the bilingual teacher can produce the Chinese [afi] 
and the English /a I / as a pair of contrasts and the Chinese 
[ ien] and the English /en/  as another pair of contrastsfor 
the students to recognize the difference. The student will  
detect immediately the one in each pair that is not like his 
native language. Once he recognizes the difference, he is 
drilled to  produce the i tems in the foreign language. 
Two examples showing the difference between English and 
Mandarin Chinese, and the student's substitutions are given 
below: 
English: Chinese: (Substitution) 
/&u/ shrew [!u] book /.hd 
/.W shoe /w 
\ 
ni yau chyu ma 
ni yauT Do you want to  
Do you want to  go 
%n Mandarin Chinese, [aeJ i s  always followed by [i] thus forming 
[aeiJ; [a] is not followed by [i]. The English /aI/ is thus pro- 
nounced [ A ] .  The English /haev/ 
is thus pronounced [haeifl. [en] is always preceded by [i] to form 
[ienj. There is no 
[ z] ; there is [ sl . The English /penz/ is thus pronounced [pknsl . 
There i s  no [ VJ ; there is [ f j  . 
The English /ten/ i s  thus pronounced [tienj.  
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These examples illustrate how the bilingual teacher can help 
the English speaker learning Chinese to produce the Chinese 
items. In the first example, the Chinese [ S J  sound a s  in 
[ !iJ book is often replaced by either the /er/ as in /Hru/ 
shrew or the /$/ as in /su/ s h o e .  In Chinese, the [$]  in 
[$a] is retroflexed; that is, it i's pronounced with the [ and 
the [ rJ  articulated simultaneously. In English, the /g/ and 
the /r/ in /gru/ are consecutive and the /3/ in /&I/ does 
not have retroflexion. If the bilingual teacher  illustrates the 
difference among the three,  the English speaker can quickly 
recognize the difference between [ $G] and /&u/ and between 
[&iJ and /&I/. 
The second example illustrates how the English speaker 
often car r ies  the 3-2 rising intonation of his native language 
to  the Chinese question. There is no contrast between the 2-4 
falling intonation and the 3-2 rising intonation patterns in 
Chinese. Thus the contrast has to  be between the native pat- 
te rn  and {he foreign pattern. One pair of contrasting exam- 
ples is usually enough for the student to  recognize the differ- 
ence. He knows quickly what is not in his own language al- 
though he is not always able to and is definitely not expected 
to  be able to describe the difference. 
To establish a new habit is always difficult. Continuous 
dr i l l  on what the students are trying very hard to master can 
be fatiguing, tiresome, and discouraging i f  they keep on slip- 
ping into their  native habits. To give them an opportunity to  
be aware of the native habit they must avoid is often advan- 
tageous. Nevertheless, recognition exercises of the second 
kind should be used only as a touchstone. Maximum amount 
of class time should be spent with the students listening to 
and producing the foreign language, and the use of the students' 
native language should be kept t o  the minimum if used at all. 
The function of such exercises is to save time by working 
from the known to the unknown. It is an efficient means to 
an essential end. And this means can help to achieve the 
end effectively when the teacher is bilingual. 
The production dr i l l  is on [Fa] alone. 
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